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In society which the router personating nation is the young generation, therefore the young generation must be more attention of their knowledge and science. There are desire to increase the enthusiasm to read and knowledge of socialize since very young, like teen and children, through Teen and Children Library.

Teen and Children Library is a collection in building that dedicated entirely for teen and children, like its function as school activity to reach education target, research, and the other activity like reading entertainment book.

Expression of Teen and Children Library is desaigned based of symbol that depicting cartoon (cartoon symbol) through character of cartoon.

Based from above description, so it can be taken conclusion about nature of / especial character from Cartoon and this character is made as Device Principle:

1. Cheerfull
2. Repetition / changing position.

Cartoon theme is depicting character of teen and children which cheerfull. Others, teen and children very like a world of full of colour and picture, this matter can be related to "cartoon". Because of that, cartoon theme is taken based of things which is a lot of pleased by child and adolescent.